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Simple, Intuitive, Appealing: The PRO Family Remains True to Itself and
Grows Yet Again
After consistently refining and extending the successful PRO chair collection, at
Orgatec 2016, Flötotto will be showing three new tables to complement the range,
which were designed by Konstantin Grcic: a communicative HIGH TABLE, a
beautifully shaped MEETING TABLE and a stackable workstation, as well as a
practical writing board and fully upholstered versions of all PRO chair designs. With
its many new members for office applications, the PRO family once again
demonstrates its versatility.

The new table system: PRO MEETING TABLE and PRO HIGH TABLE
“We wanted to reduce the tables to their very essence. People increasingly would like to see beautifully
designed and technically simple tables in the office too”, says managing director Frederik Flötotto. With
the new meeting table and the high table, Flötotto is offering an appealing solution for the office. Thanks
to the simple, ingenious system featuring frames and corner joints, almost every conceivable projectspecific measurement can be produced. With its slightly splayed legs, the PRO MEETING TABLE has a
residential feel, perfect for individual and friendly office solutions – or, indeed, as a dinner table at
home. Based on the same construction principle, the PRO HIGH TABLE is ideal for spontaneous standup meetings and brings movement into everyday work life. “We didn’t want to develop a classic office
table concept. Rather, we wanted to stay true to the PRO idea and present a table system that, instead
of predefining everything, remains open and versatile for its users”, says Konstantin Grcic. And Frederik
Flötotto adds: “The PRO HIGH TABLE follows the ergonomic principle of PRO. Working, discussing and
having phone conversations while standing up is not only pleasant but also proactively facilitates
communication.”

New individual workstations: PRO TABLAR and PRO DESK
The space-saving PRO TABLAR chair is a stand-out product, thanks to its unconventionally shaped, oval
writing board, which offers optimal clearance to facilitate sitting down. Specially developed for PRO, the
swivel-board remains true to the original idea of offering functionality in a simple and intuitive way.
With PRO DESK, Flötotto presents a traditional single workstation: a compact, stackable workstation, a
small table for seminars or workshops or simply a desk with a drawer for the home office – the spacesaving PRO DESK is extremely versatile.
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New textile collection, new seat-shell colour, new leather design
At Orgatec, Flötotto will be presenting a textile collection, especially curated by Konstantin Grcic. The
new fabrics are used for upholstered seats, for padded seat shells and – for the first time – also for
fully upholstered versions of all PRO CHAIR, PRO ARMCHAIR and PRO STOOL designs. The collection
comprises five different fabrics for which charming and distinctive colour matches were developed,
whose gradations create a very special aesthetic, giving planners unique options for customised
designs.
With a new core-leather covering available for all chair designs, PRO also enters the market for luxury
conference rooms or waiting areas. Through the precisely finished core leather, the PRO collection gets
a luxury and timeless aesthetic featuring pleasing, warm tactile qualities.
And, last but not least, there’s a new colour for all different seat-shell designs in the PRO collection: at
Orgatec, Flötotto will present the new olive-grey/khaki shade.
All these additions, big and small, to the PRO family are testament to the fact that the collection is still
growing and developing in a dynamic and organic way. The new PRO additions are simple and honest
products for both the office and the home.

Products and Designs at a Glance
PRO HIGH TABLE – Height 110 cm
PRO MEETING TABLE – Height 75 cm
Tabletops available in:
Solid oak
MDF, lacquered
HPL, full core
Table legs available in:
Solid oak
Aluminium
PRO DESK
Frame powder-coated or chrome-plated
Tabletops available in:
Solid oak
Solid walnut
HPL, full core
Optional drawer available in:
Solid oak
Solid walnut
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PRO TABLAR
For right-handed or left-handed use
Can be fitted with four-legged base, sled base and swivel base
Writing board in HPL, full core
FLÖTOTTO TEXTILE COLLECTION
approx. 30 standard fabrics for
Seat upholstery
Seat-shell padding
Full upholstery
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